PRESS RELEASE

DHL SERVICEPOINT OPENED IN MILAN BERGAMO AIRPORT

On Thursday 6 December, a DHL ServicePoint was opened to the public at the ticket office in Milan Bergamo Airport, offering the possibility to send and receive items to and from more than 220 countries in 24-72 hours. This new service will be a reference point for all the residents of the area as well as people passing through the airport who wish to send merchandise and documentation, receive purchases made online, or manage returns.

The ServicePoint offers the convenient ExpressEasy service which allows the sending of items worldwide in a simple and safe manner at competitive prices and with free packaging.

This is a new and important service that consolidates the collaboration between DHL and Milan Bergamo Airport, already an established strategic hub for the global leader in express international transportation, which has one of its international bases here.

Thanks to the new ServicePoint, open every day from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m., DHL Express has strengthened its presence in the consumer market, responding to the growing demand from ever-increasingly attentive and demanding customers, by now regular users of e-commerce, who gain an enormous advantage from being able to collect and send items and documents where and when they want.

“We are very happy with this new service within Milan Bergamo Airport - stated Simona Lertora, Managing Director Marketing & Business Development DHL Express Italy - further confirmation that DHL is leading the revolution in logistics, ever more influenced by a target consumer which can rely not only on the efficient express door-to-door pick-up and delivery service, but also on the physical network of nearby ServicePoints, now stronger than ever with more than 3000 points in Italy”.

“The introduction of the DHL ServicePoint in the public area of Milan Bergamo Airport strengthens the presence of the express courier in our airport and enhances logistics which, thanks to the hub and the network of air routes, guarantee the territory the desired response from manufacturing and consumers” - underlined Matteo Baù, non-aviation manager for SACBO.
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